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Rainich-type Conditions for Null Electrovacuum 
Spacetimes III
Synopsis
• In this third of three worksheets I demonstrate some Maple procedures which implement 
much of the null electrovacuum computations of [1].  See the preceding worksheets [2] for 
additional details and illustrations.  To use these procedures you have two options: (1) You 
can download the file DGApplications.mla and place it in the path specified by libname.   (2) 
You can execute the code edit regions found in the Procedures section.
• There are four procedures:
       - PureRadiationCongruence - This procedure takes as input a Lorentz signature metric
g. The Ricci tensor R(g) is computed and tested whether it is null. If it is null, a null vector field
k satisfying R g  = 1
4
k5 k is output.
       - ANT - This procedure takes as input a null vector field k and metric g. The output is a 
null tetrad (with respect to g) whose first leg is k.
       - NullElectrovacuumConditions - This procedure takes a null tetrad and computes the 
conditions necessary and sufficient for the spacetime to be a null electrovacuum according to
the results of [1].
       - NullMaxwellField - This procedure takes a null tetrad satisfying the conditions for a null 
electrovacuum and computes the corresponding electromagnetic field according to the 
results of [1].
• In the next section I demonstrate the procedures with a number of examples of pure 
radiation spacetimes taken from the literature.  Code edit regions which contain these 
procedures are provided in the Procedures section, below.
Examples
The following command loads the needed procedures from the library DGApplications.













with(DifferentialGeometry): with(Tensor): with(DGApplications); 
with(NullRainich);
NullRainich
ANT, NullElectrovacConditions, NullMaxwellField, PureRadiationCongruence
Example 1: Twist-free, pure radiation.
This is the Vaidya metric [3].  It is a twist-free, pure radiation spacetime characterized by
a mass function m(u).  As we shall see, it can never be an electrovacuum for any choice
of m(u).
DGsetup([u, r, theta, phi], M1);
frame name: M1
g1 := evalDG(-(1-2*m(u)/r)*du &t du - 2*du &s dr + r^2*
(dtheta &t dtheta + sin(theta)^2*dphi &t dphi));
g1 d
Kr C 2 m u
r




Check the Ricci tensor is null and find the associated geodesic null congruence with 
tangent K1.  To avoid the appearance of the imaginary unit, Maple has to be told that 
the function m(u) is monotonically decreasing. 
K1 := PureRadiationCongruence(g1);
K1 d







K1 := simplify(K1) assuming diff(m(u), u) < 0;
K1 dK







Find a null tetrad NT1 adapted to K1.  
NT1 := ANT(K1, g1);
NT1 d K





























































NT1 := simplify(NT1) assuming r > 0, theta > 0, theta < 
Pi;
NT1 d K















































Verify that NT1 has all the desired properties.






0 K1 0 0
K1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
Check the conditions for a null electrovacuum.  The Ricci tensor is null and the 
associated null congruence is shear-free and twist-free. Since the (twist-free) 

























Example 2: Conformally flat plane wave: Twist-free, null electrovacuum.
This is a conformally flat null electrovacuum plane wave [3].
DGsetup([u, v, x, y], M2);
frame name: M2
g2 := evalDG(dx &t dx + dy &t dy - 2*du &s dv - (x^2 + 
y^2)*Phi(u)^2/2*du &t du);
g2 dK
x2 C y2  F u
2
2
 du5 duK du5 dvK dv5 duC dx5 dxC dy5 dy
Check the Ricci tensor is null and find the associated geodesic null congruence with 
tangent K2.
K2 := PureRadiationCongruence(g2);
K2 d 2 F u  v
v
Find a null tetrad adapted to K2.  Verify that it has all the desired properties.
nt2 := ANT(K2, g2);
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0 K1 0 0
K1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
Check the conditions for a null electrovacuum.  Since the (twist-free) integrability 






















Construct the electromagnetic field.  Verify the Einstein-Maxwell equations.
F2 := NullRainich:-NullMaxwellField(nt2);
F2 dK cos _F1 u  F u  du5 dxC sin _F1 u  F u  du5 dy







, 0 duo dvo dx
Example 3: Robinson-Trautman: Twist-free null electrovacuum.
This metric is a Robinson-Trautman null electrovacuum taken from equation (28.43) in 
[3].  We retrieve it from the DifferentialGeometry Library and relabel the parameters. 
 
g3 := eval(op(Retrieve("Stephani", 1, [28, 43, 1], 
manifoldname=M3, output=["Metric"])), {_kappa0 = kappa0, 
_m(u) = m(u)});
g3 dK
2 k0 m u
r
 du5 duK du5 dr K dr 5 duC r2 dx5 dxC r2 dy5 dy
Here is the vector field K3 tangent to the null congruence defined by the Ricci tensor 
and the null tetrad NT3 adapted to K3.
K3 := PureRadiationCongruence(g3);
K3 d







NT3:= ANT(K3, g3) assuming r > 0;
NT3 d





























































Check that NT3 is a null tetrad. 
TensorInnerProduct(g3, NT3, NT3);
0 K1 0 0
K1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0







Construct the electromagnetic field and verify the Einstein-Maxwell equations.
F3 := NullMaxwellField(NT3);
F3 dK cos _F1 u  2  k0  
d
du
m u  du5 dx
C sin _F1 u  2  k0  
d
du
m u  du5 dy
C cos _F1 u  2  k0  
d
du
m u  dx5 du
K sin _F1 u  2  k0  
d
du
































This null electrovacuum spacetime is taken from [4] and it features in [1].  
We begin by constructing the general form of the metric denoted by g40.
DGsetup([u, r, xi, xi1], M4, complexconjugatepairs=[[xi, xi1]]
);
frame name: M4
bet := evalDG((r+I*Sigma)/b(xi)/(1+xi*xi1) * dxi);
bet d
r C I S
b x  x x1C 1
 dx
bet1 := simplify(evalDG((r - I* Sigma)/b1(xi1)/(1+ xi*
xi1) * dxi1), symbolic);
bet1 dK
I SK r
b1 x1  x x1C 1
 dx1
theta3 := evalDG(du + L* dxi + L1 * dxi1);
q3 d duCL dxCL1 dx1
Sigma := _alpha*(1 - xi*xi1)/(1+xi*xi1);
Sd
_a Kx x1C 1
x x1C 1
L := I * _alpha*xi1/(b(xi)*b1(xi1)*(1 + xi * xi1)^2) + I




b x  b1 x1  x x1C 1







 b x  x x1C 1
2 dx1
L1 := -I * _alpha*xi/(b1(xi1)*b(xi)*(1 + xi * xi1)^2) - 




b1 x1  b x  x x1C 1







 b1 x1  x x1C 1
2 dx
g40 := evalDG(2*(r^2 + Sigma^2)/(b(xi)*b1(xi1)*(1+ xi*
xi1)^2) * dxi &s dxi1 - 2*theta3 &s (dr + 2*_alpha*I/(1 
+ xi*xi1)^2*(xi*dxi1 - xi1 * dxi) + (b(xi)*b1(xi1) - c2*
r/(r^2 + Sigma^2))*theta3)):
Here we consider a special case of the Nurowski-Tafel spacetime.  The metric is g4. 
The parameter b is real.
 
ch := [b(xi) = b/xi, b1(xi1) = b/xi1, c2=0];
ch d b x =
b
x
, b1 x1 =
b
x1
, c2 = 0









 du5 duK du5 dr
C
2 I _a ln x x1C 1  x x1C ln x x1C 1 C 1
x1 x
2
 x x1C 1
 du5 dx
K
2 I _a ln x x1C 1  x x1C ln x x1C 1 C 1
x1
2
 x x x1C 1
 du5 dx1K dr 5 du
C
1
x b2 x x1C 1








C 2 ln x x1C 1  x x1
C x x1C ln x x1C 1 C 1  _a  dr 5 dxK
1
x1 b2 x x1C 1
2 I ln x x1








C 2 ln x x1C 1  x x1C x x1C ln x x1C 1 C 1  _a  dr
5 dx1C
2 I _a ln x x1C 1  x x1C ln x x1C 1 C 1
x1 x
2




x b2 x x1C 1








C 2 ln x x1C 1  x x1
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 r2 C 12 ln x x1




C 8 ln x x1C 1
2




C 12 ln x x1
C 1  _a2 x x1C 2 ln x x1C 1
2
 _a2 C 4 _a2 x x1C 4 ln x x1C 1  _a2
C 2 _a2  dx5 dx1K
2 I _a ln x x1C 1  x x1C ln x x1C 1 C 1
x1
2




x1 b2 x x1C 1








C 2 ln x x1




































































 r2 C 12 ln x x1




C 8 ln x x1C 1
2




C 12 ln x x1
C 1  _a2 x x1C 2 ln x x1C 1
2
 _a2 C 4 _a2 x x1C 4 ln x x1C 1  _a2















C 2 ln x x1C 1  x x1C x x1C ln x x1C 1 C 1  ln x x1








C 2 ln x x1C 1  x x1C x x1C ln x x1C 1 C 1  dx1
5 dx1





























To run ANT (which uses DGGramSchmidt) we need a real chart, N4.  The metric in this
chart and the corresponding null vector field are g4N and K4N, respectively.
DGsetup([u, r, x, y], N4):
T := Transformation(N4, M4, [u=u, r=r, xi=1/2*(x + I*y),
xi1 = 1/2*(x - I*y)]):
T1 := InverseTransformation(T):
g4N := factor(simplify(Pullback(T, g4), symbolic)):
K4N := simplify(combine(PushPullTensor(T1, T, K4)));
K4N d 8 x2 C y2 C 4
2
 b2
2 xC 2 I y  _a2 x4 C 2 _a2 x2 y2 C _a2 y4 C r2 x4 C 2 r2 x2 y2 C r2 y4 K 8 _a2 x2
K 8 _a2 y2 C 8 r2 x2 C 8 r2 y2 C 16 _a2 C 16 r2
1/2
 x2 C y2  KI yC x  v
r














N4 > Ein4N := EinsteinTensor(g4N):












nt4N := factor(simplify(ANT(K4N, g4N), symbolic)) 
assuming x>0, y>0, chi > 0:
map(factor,simplify(TensorInnerProduct(g4N, nt4N, nt4N),
symbolic));
0 K1 0 0
K1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
Return to the original (complex) coordinates. NT4 is the adapted null tetrad.
NT4 := PushPullTensor(T, T1, nt4N);
NT4
































K 2 _a2 x x1C 2 r2 x x1C _a2 C r2  x1
3 2
























K 2 _a2 x x1C 2 r2 x x1C _a2 C r2  x  2  x1
 v
r








C 2 ln x x1C 1  x x1C x x1C ln x x1
C 1 C 1  _a












2 _a x b























K 2 _a2 x x1C 2 r2 x x1C _a2 C r2  x x1
v
x1








C 2 ln x x1C 1  x x1C x x1C ln x x1
C 1 C 1








K 2 _a2 x x1C 2 r2 x x1C _a2 C r2  b  v
u
C
2 _a x1 b























K 2 _a2 x x1C 2 r2 x x1C _a2 C r2  x x1
 v
x
Check that this tetrad has all the required properties of a null tetrad.
simplify(TensorInnerProduct(g4, NT4, NT4));
0 K1 0 0
K1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1









































I b eI _C1
x
2  du5 dxC
I b eKI _C1
x1
2  du5 dx1C
I b eI _C1
x







 b x x1C 1








C 2 ln x x1
C 1  x x1C x x1C ln x x1C 1 C 1  eKI _C1 xK eI _C1 x1  dx5 dx1
K
I b eKI _C1
x1






 b x x1C 1








C 2 ln x x1C 1  x x1C x x1C ln x x1C 1 C 1  eKI _C1 x
K eI _C1 x1  dx15 dx




, 0 duo dr o dx
T4 := EnergyMomentumTensor("Electromagnetic", g4, F4);
T4 d










































The twist can be set to zero via _alpha = 0.  In this case the spacetime reduces to a 
twist-free electrovacuum of Robinson-Trautman type (see equation 28.41 in Ref. [3]).  
We verify this. 
First we compute the metric and adapted tetrad in the _alpha=0 case.




 du5 duK du5 dr K dr 5 duC
x1 x r2
b2 x x1C 1
2  dx5 dx1
C
x1 x r2
b2 x x1C 1
2  dx15 dx
NT4_0 := DGsimplify(eval(NT4, _alpha = 0)) assuming xi*
xi1 > 0, r > 0;
NT4_0 d


















r x  2  x1




















We compute the electromagnetic field and verify we have a solution to the Einstein-
Maxwell equations.
F4_0 := NullMaxwellField(NT4_0):
F4_0 := simplify(convert(F4_0,exp)); 
F4_0 dK
























































, 0 duo dr o dx
Example 5: A twisting pure radiation spacetime and its twist-free electrovacuum 
limit.
The following pure radiation spacetime appears in [3] (see equation (30.46) with K = 0) 
and features in [1].  It takes quite a bit of work to define this metric explicitly.  It appears 
as g5 below.
DGsetup([u, r, xi, xi1], M5, complexconjugatepairs=[[xi, xi1]]
);
frame name: M5
g50 := evalDG(2/(P5(u)^2*rho*rho1)*dxi &s dxi1 - 2*(du + 
L5*dxi + L51*dxi1) &s (dr + W5*dxi + W51 * dxi1 + H5*(du +
L5*dxi + L51*dxi1)));
g50 dK 2 H5 du5 duK du5 dr K 2 H5 L5CW5  du5 dxK 2 H5 L51CW51
 du5 dx1K dr 5 duKL5 dr 5 dxKL51 dr 5 dx1K 2 H5 L5CW5  dx5 du
KL5 dx5 dr K 2 L5 H5 L5CW5  dx5 dxK 2 H5 L5 L51CL5 W51
CL51 W5K
1
P5 u 2 r r1
 dx5 dx1K 2 H5 L51CW51  dx15 duKL51 dx1
5 dr K 2 H5 L5 L51CL5 W51CL51 W5K
1
P5 u 2 r r1
 dx15 dx
K 2 L51 H5 L51CW51  dx15 dx1
omega1 := evalDG(- (1/(P5(u)*rho1))*dxi);
w1 dK
1
P5 u  r1
 dx
omega2 := evalDG(- (1/(P5(u)*rho))*dxi1);
w2 dK
1
P5 u  r
 dx1
omega3 := evalDG(du + L5*dxi + L51*dxi1);
w3 d duCL5 dxCL51 dx1
omega4 := evalDG(dr + W5*dxi + W51*dxi1 + H5*omega3);
w4 d H5 duC dr C H5 L5CW5  dxC H5 L51CW51  dx1
dualFrame := [omega1, omega2, omega3, omega4]:
Frame := DualBasis(dualFrame);
Frame d L5 P5 u  r1 v
u
CW5 P5 u  r1 v
r
KP5 u  r1 v
x






































CW51 P5 u  r v
r









0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 K1
0 0 K1 0
Sigma := 1/(2*I)*P5(u)^2*(diff(-I*a0*xi1, xi1) - diff(I*
a0*xi, xi));
SdKP5 u 2 a0
A := a1*u;
A d a1 u
P0 :=1;
P0 d 1
delbar_ln_P := diff(ln(P5(u)), xi1) - L51(xi)*diff(ln(P5
(u)), u);
delbar_ln_P dK





_K := factor(DGRe(eval(2*P5(u)^2*(diff(delbar_ln_P, xi) - 
L5(xi1)*diff(delbar_ln_P, u)), {P5(u) = a1*u, L5(xi1) = -
I*a0*xi1, L51(xi) = I*a0*xi})));
     
_K dK2 a12 a02 x x1
eq1 := H5 = _K/2 - r*diff(ln(P5(u)), u)- m*r /(r^2 + 
Sigma^2);








P5 u 4 a02 C r2
eq2 := rho = - 1/(r + I*Sigma);
eq2 d r = K
1
r K I P5 u 2 a0
eq3 := rho1 = - 1/(r - I*Sigma);
eq3 d r1 = K
1
r C I P5 u 2 a0
eq4 := W5=I*(-(-I*a0*xi1)*diff(Sigma, u));




eq5 := L5 = -I*a0*xi1;
eq5 d L5 = KI a0 x1
eq6 := L51 = I * a0 * xi;
eq6 d L51 = I a0 x

















eq7 d P5 u = a1 u
eq8 := W51 = -I*(-(I*a0*xi)*diff(Sigma, u));




Finally, here is the metric.
g5 := factor(simplify(eval(eval(g50, {seq(eq||i, i=1..8)}
), {seq(eq||i, i=1..8)})));
g5 d
2 a04 a16 u5 x x1C a02 a14 r u4 C a02 a12 r2 u x x1Cm r uC r3
u a14 u4 a02 C r2
 du5 du
K du5 dr K
1
Ka12 u2 a0C I r  a12 u2 a0C I r  u
2 I 
Ka04 a16 u5 x x1C I a03 a16 u6 K a02 a14 r u4 K a02 a12 r2 u x x1
C I a0 a12 r2 u2 Km r uK r3  a0 x1  du5 dx
K
1
Ka12 u2 a0C I r  a12 u2 a0C I r  u
2 I a04 a16 u5 x x1C I a03 a16 u6
C a02 a14 r u4 C a02 a12 r2 u x x1C I a0 a12 r2 u2 Cm r uC r3  a0 x  du5 d
x1K dr 5 duC I a0 x1 dr 5 dxK I a0 x dr 5 dx1
K
1
Ka12 u2 a0C I r  a12 u2 a0C I r  u
2 I Ka04 a16 u5 x x1C I a03 a16 u6
K a02 a14 r u4 K a02 a12 r2 u x x1C I a0 a12 r2 u2 Km r uK r3  a0 x1  dx5 d
uC I a0 x1 dx5 dr K
1
Ka12 u2 a0C I r  a12 u2 a0C I r  u
2 
Ka04 a16 u5 x x1C 2 I a03 a16 u6 K a02 a14 r u4 K a02 a12 r2 u x x1





u2 a14 u4 a02 C r2  a12




C a04 a18 u8




C 2 a02 a14 r2 u4
C 2 a02 a12 m r u2 x x1C 2 a02 a12 r3 u x x1C r4  dx5 dx1
K
1
Ka12 u2 a0C I r  a12 u2 a0C I r  u
2 I a04 a16 u5 x x1C I a03 a16 u6
C a02 a14 r u4 C a02 a12 r2 u x x1C I a0 a12 r2 u2 Cm r uC r3  a0 x  dx15 d
uK I a0 x dx15 dr C
1
u2 a14 u4 a02 C r2  a12








































C 2 a02 a12 m r u2 x x1C 2 a02 a12 r3 u x x1C r4  dx15 dx
C
1
Ka12 u2 a0C I r  a12 u2 a0C I r  u
2 a04 a16 u5 x x1C 2 I a03 a16 u6




We verify the spacetime is of pure radiation type and compute the tangent vector field to
the associated null geodesic congruence.
K5 := PureRadiationCongruence(g5);
K5 d
2 m  6










As in the previous example, to use ANT we need a real chart.  We compute the tetrad 
adapted to K5 in the real chart, verify its properties, and then push it back to the 
complex coordinates, where it is denoted by nt5.
DGsetup([u, r, x, y], N5):
T := Transformation(N5, M5, [u=u, r=r, xi=1/2*(x + I*y), 
xi1 = 1/2*(x-I*y)]):
T1 := InverseTransformation(T):
g5N := factor(simplify(Pullback(T, g5), symbolic)):
K5N := simplify(combine(PushPullTensor(T1, T, K5)));
K5N d
2 m  6









nt5N := factor(simplify(ANT(K5N, g5N), symbolic)) assuming
x>0, y>0:
map(factor,simplify(TensorInnerProduct(g5N, nt5N, nt5N), 
symbolic));
0 K1 0 0
K1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0


























nt5 := PushPullTensor(T, T1, nt5N);
nt5 d
2 m  6









a04 a16 u5 x x1C a02 a14 r u4 C a02 a12 r2 u x x1Cm r uC r3  6




x x1  a1 u a0




2 I x x1  a13 u2 a02




I a1 u x




x x1  a1 u a0




2 I x x1  a13 u2 a02




I a1 u x1
a14 u4 a02 C r2  x x1
 v
x1




0 K1 0 0
K1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0










We now check the null electrovacuum conditions.  The integrability condition is not 

































K6 I I x x1 a0K u  m  x1 x u3 2 a15 a03 6
x x1  a14 u4 a02 C r2
3
We must have a1 <> 0 to keep the metric non-singular.  If we set a0 = 0 the obstruction
vanishes, but since we are setting the twist to zero and we must investigate this case 
separately.
NPS5 := NPSpinCoefficients(nt5):
twist := factor(- DGIm(NPS5["rho"]));
twist d
2 m  6  a0 a12 u3 2
a14 u4 a02 C r2
3 2
nt5_0 := DGsimplify(eval(nt5, a0=0)) assuming r > 0;
nt5_0 d










u m C r2  6




















We compute the electromagnetic field and verify we have a solution to the Einstein-
Maxwell equations.
F5_00 := NullMaxwellField(nt5_0):
F5_0 := simplify(convert(F5_00, exp), symbolic) assuming r
>0;
F5_0 dK
I m  3  eKI _F1 u
u3 2 a1
 du5 dxC




I m  3  eKI _F1 u
u3 2 a1
 dx5 duK





2 u m C r2
u r













































The metric g5_0 is an element of the family of metrics studied in Example 3.  The 
metric from Example 3 is denoted g3.  We exhibit a coordinate transformation which 
identifies g5_0 with one of the metrics described by g3.
g3 := eval(op(Retrieve("Stephani", 1, [28, 43, 1], 
manifoldname=M3, output=["Metric"])), {_kappa0 = kappa0,
_m(u) = m(u)});
g3 dK
2 k0 m u
r
 du5 duK du5 dr K dr 5 duC r2 dx5 dxC r2 dy5 dy
E := Transformation(M3, M5, [u = sqrt(2*u/a1), r = r*
sqrt(2*a1*u), xi = 1/sqrt(2)*(x + I*y), xi1 = 1/sqrt(2)*
(x - I*y)]);
E d u = 2  
u
a1
,  r = r 2  a1 u ,  x =
2  I yC x
2
,  x1 =
2  xK I y
2
g5_3 := simplify(Pullback(E, g5_0), symbolic);
g5_3 d
2  m
2 u3 2 r a13 2
 du5 duK du5 dr K dr 5 duC r2 dx5 dxC r2 dy5 dy
We see that the g3 and g5_0 are isometric when we choose
m u  =  K
m 2
4 u3 2 a13 2 _k0




















This procedure takes as input a Lorentz metric g.  The Ricci tensor R(g) is computed and 
tested whether it is null. If it is null, the output is a vector field k satisfying R g  = 1
4
k5 k .
 k is unique up to an overall sign.
PureRadiationCongruence := proc(g0)
ANT(k, g)
This procedure takes as input a null vector field k and a Lorentz metric g.  The metric must 
be of signature (– + + +).  The output is a null tetrad (k, l, m, m1), where l, m, m1 are 
chosen using ComplementaryBasis and a DGGramSchmidt method, as appropriate.
ANT := proc(K0, g0)
NullElectrovacuumConditions(NT)
This procedure takes as input a null tetrad NT.  It verifies that the Ricci tensor is null, 
R g  = 
1
4
k5 k,  with k being the first leg of the null tetrad. The congruence generated by k
 is checked to be geodesic and shear-free. The appropriate null electrovacuum 
integrability condition is evaluated, depending upon the twist of the congruence. Output of 
"0" indicates that the condition is satisfied.  Note that the integrability conditions involve 
complex conjugation.  Therefore one must take care to specify complex coordinates in 
DGsetup. One must also pass any other (non-coordinate) complex conjugate pairs to the 
procedure, e.g., if [f, g] and [h, k] are complex conjugate pairs,  f = g* etc., then include as 
an optional second argument: complexconjugatepairs = [[f, g], [h, k]].
NullElectrovacConditions := proc(NT0, CCP0)
NullMaxwellField(NT)
This procedure takes as input a null tetrad NT adapted to the null Ricci tensor, and 
satisfying the null electrovacuum conditions. It constructs the general form of the null 
Maxwell field satisfying the Einstein equations and then solves the remaining Maxwell 
equations.  Output is an electromagnetic 2-form which satisfies the Einstein-Maxwell 
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